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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You need to recommend a configuration for the ExpressRoute connection from the Boston datacenter. The solution
must meet the hybrid networking requirements and business requirements. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

For the first question, only ExpressRoute GW SKU Ultra Performance support FastPath feature. 

For the second question, vnet1 will connect to ExpressRoute gw, once Vnet1 peers with Vnet2, the traffic from on-
premise network will bypass GW and Vnet1, directly goes to Vnet2, while this feature is under public preview. 

====Reference 

ExpressRoute virtual network gateway is designed to exchange network routes and route network traffic. FastPath is
designed to improve the data path performance between your on-premises network and your virtual network. When 



enabled, FastPath sends network traffic directly to virtual machines in the virtual network, bypassing the gateway. 

To configure FastPath, the virtual network gateway must be either: 

Ultra Performance 

ErGw3AZ 

VNet Peering - FastPath will send traffic directly to any VM deployed in a virtual network peered to the one connected to
ExpressRoute, bypassing the ExpressRoute virtual network gateway. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/about-fastpath 

Gateway SKU 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-about-virtual-networkgateways 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Azure Virtual Desktop deployment that has 500 session hosts. 

All outbound traffic to the internet uses a NAT gateway. 

During peak business hours. some users report that they cannot access internet resources. In Azure Monitor, you
discover many failed SNAT connections. 

You need to increase the available SNAT connections. 

What should you do? 

A. Bind the NAT gateway to another subnet. 

B. Add a public IP address. 

C. Deploy Azure Standard Load Balancer that has outbound rules. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/nat-gateway/nat-gateway-resource 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Traffic Manager parent profile named TM1. TM1 has two child profiles named TM2 and TM3. 

TM1 uses the performance traffic-routing method and has the endpoints shown in the following table. 



TM2 uses the weighted traffic-routing method with MinChildEndpoint = 2 and has the endpoints shown in the following
table. 

TM3 uses priority traffic-routing method and has the endpoints shown in the following table. 

The App2, App4, and App6 endpoints have a degraded monitoring status. 

To which endpoint is traffic directed? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point 

Hot Area: 



Correct Answer: 



Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/traffic-manager/traffic-manager-nested-profiles 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a web application that uses a hostname of www.healthengine.com 

You have an Azure Front Door instance that provides access to the web application. 

You have the routing rules shown in the following table. 



Which rule will apply to www.healthengine.com/default.htm incoming request? 

A. RuleA 

B. RuleB 

C. RuleC 

D. RuleD 

Correct Answer: C 

Correct Answer(s): 

RuleC - When a request lands on a Front Door environment one of the first things that Front Door does is determine
which particular routing rule to match the request to and then take the defined action in the configuration. It uses the
below 

logic. 

Look for any routing rule with an exact match on the Path. 

If no exact match Paths, look for routing rules with a wildcard Path that matches. 

If no routing rules are found with a matching Path, then reject the request and return a 400: Bad Request error HTTP
response. 

The path defined in RuleC is not an exact match, but it matches with wildcard path. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/frontdoor/front-door-route-matching 

Wrong Answers: 

RuleA The path defined in the RuleA is not a match with incoming request. 

RuleB The path defined in the RuleA is not a match with incoming request. 

RuleD The path defined in the RuleA is not a match with incoming request. 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to deploy Azure virtual network. 

You need to design the subnets. 

Which three types of resources require a dedicated subnet? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Azure Bastion 

B. Azure Active Directory Domain Services 

C. Azure Private Link 



D. Azure Application Gateway v2 

E. VPN gateway 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-for-azure-services 

 

QUESTION 6

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have two Azure virtual networks named Vnet1 and Vnet2. 

You have a Windows 10 device named Client1 that connects to Vnet1 by using a Point-to-Site (P2S) IKEv2 VPN. 

You implement virtual network peering between Vnet1 and Vnet2. Vnet1 allows gateway transit. Vnet2 can use the
remote gateway. 

You discover that Client1 cannot communicate with Vnet2. 

You need to ensure that Client1 can communicate with Vnet2. 

Solution: You download and reinstall the VPN client configuration. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

The VPN client must be downloaded again if any changes are made to VNet peering or the network topology. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-point-to-site-routing 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

You have two Azure App Service instances that host the web apps shown the following table. 



You deploy an Azure 2 that has one public frontend IP address and two backend pools. 

You need to publish all the web apps to the application gateway. Requests must be routed based on the HTTP host
headers. 

What is the minimum number of listeners and routing rules you should configure? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 



Box 1: 2 Listeners 

One listener for As1.contoso.com, and one listener for As2.contoso.com. 

Note: Multiple site hosting enables you to configure more than one web application on the same port of application
gateways using public-facing listeners. It allows you to configure a more efficient topology for your deployments by
adding up to 100+ websites to one application gateway. Each website can be directed to its own backend pool. For
example, three domains, contoso.com, fabrikam.com, and adatum.com, point to the IP address of the application
gateway. You\\'d create three multi-site listeners and configure each listener for the respective port and protocol setting. 

You can also define wildcard host names in a multi-site listener and up to 5 host names per listener. 

Box 2: 2 Routing rules 

Application Gateway request routing rules Rule type When you create a rule, you choose between basic and path-
based. 

*

 Choose basic if you want to forward all requests on the associated listener (for example, blog.contoso.com/*) to a
single backend pool. 

*



 Choose path-based if you want to route requests from specific URL paths to specific backend pools. The path pattern is
applied only to the path of the URL, not to its query parameters. 

Associated backend pool 

Associate to the rule the backend pool that contains the backend targets that serve requests that the listener receives. 

*

 For a basic rule, only one backend pool is allowed. All requests on the associated listener are forwarded to that
backend pool. 

*

 For a path-based rule, add multiple backend pools that correspond to each URL path. The requests that match the URL
path that\\'s entered are forwarded to the corresponding backend pool. Also, add a default backend pool. Requests that 

don\\'t match any URL path in the rule are forwarded to that pool. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/multiple-site-overview 

 

QUESTION 8

You plan to deploy five virtual machines to a subnet named Subnet1. 

Each virtual machine requires the same inbound and outbound security rules. 

What is the minimum number of network security groups that you require? 

A. 1 

B. 5 

C. 10 

Correct Answer: A 

The rules are same for all virtual machines, so one NSG should suffice the requirement. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-network-interface https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-network/network-security-groups-overview 

 

QUESTION 9

You have Azure virtual machines in three Azure regions. 

Each virtual machine has a public IP address assigned to its network interface. An application named App1 is installed
in each virtual machine. 

You plan to implement Azure Front Door-based load balancing across all the virtual machines. 

You need to ensure that App1 on the virtual machines will only accept traffic routed from Azure Front Door. 



What should you implement? 

A. Azure Private Link 

B. Service endpoints 

C. Network security groups (NSGs) with service tags 

D. Network security groups (NSGs) with application security groups 

Correct Answer: C 

Correct Answer(s): 

Network security groups (NSGs) with service tags - To lock down your application to accept traffic only from your
specific Front Door, you will need to set up IP ACLs for your backend and then restrict the traffic on your backend to the
specific 

value of the header \\'X-Azure-FDID\\' sent by Front Door. These steps are detailed out as below: 

Configure IP ACLing for your backends to accept traffic from Azure Front Door\\'s backend IP address space and
Azure\\'s infrastructure services only. 

The above step basically means configure NSGs with service tags. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/frontdoor/front-door-faq 

Wrong Answers: 

Azure Private Link - Azure Private Link enables you to access Azure PaaS Services over a private endpoint in your 

virtual network. 

Service endpoints - Service endpoint provides secure and direct connectivity to Azure services over an optimized route
over the Azure backbone network. It does not restrict traffic. 

Network security groups (NSGs) with application security groups - ASG\\'s allow you to group virtual machines and
define network security policies based on those groups. You must also use service tag AzureFrontDoor.Backend in the
network 

security groupsto restrict the traffic. 

 

QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

You have the hybrid network shown in the Network Diagram exhibit. 



You have a peering connection between Vnet1 and Vnet2 as shown in the Peering-Vnet1-Vnet2 exhibit. 





You have a peering connection between Vnet1 and Vnet3 as shown in the Peering-Vnet1-Vnet3 exhibit. 





For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

Virtual network peering seamlessly connects two Azure virtual networks, merging the two virtual networks into one for
connectivity purposes. 

Box 2: No No Virtual Gateway is used. Gateway transit is a peering property that lets one virtual network use the VPN
gateway in the peered virtual network for cross-premises or VNet-to-VNet connectivity. The following diagram shows
how gateway transit works with virtual 



network peering. 

In the diagram, gateway transit allows the peered virtual networks to use the Azure VPN gateway in Hub-RM.
Connectivity available on the VPN gateway, including S2S, P2S, and VNet-to-VNet connections, applies to all three
virtual 

networks. 

Box 3: No 

No Virtual Gateway is used. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-peering-gateway-transit 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You have two Azure virtual networks named Vnet1 and Vnet2 in an Azure region that has three availability zones. 

You deploy 12 virtual machines to each virtual network, deploying four virtual machines per zone. The virtual machines
in Vnet1 host an app named App1. The virtual machines in Vnet2 host an app named App2. 

You plan to use Azure Virtual Network NAT to implement outbound connectivity for App1 and App2. 

You need to identify the minimum number of subnets and Virtual Network NAT instances required to meet the following
requirements: 

1. 

A failure of two zones must NOT affect the availability of either App1 or App2. 

2. 



A failure of two zones must NOT affect the outbound connectivity of either App1 or App2. 

What should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

6 Subnets and 6 GW 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/nat-gateway/nat-availability-zones#zonal-nat-gateway-resource-
for-each-zone-in-a-region-to-create-zone-resiliency 

"The pattern you want to use for zone isolation is creating a "zonal stack" per availability zone. This "zonal stack"



consists of virtual machine instances, a NAT gateway resource with public IP addresses or prefix on a subnet all in the
same 

zone. 

Failure of outbound connectivity due to a zone outage is isolated to the specific zone affected. The outage won\\'t affect
the other zonal stacks where other NAT gateways are deployed with their own subnets and zonal public IPs." 

 

QUESTION 12

You have five virtual machines that run Windows Server. Each virtual machine hosts a different web app. 

You plan to use an Azure application gateway to provide access to each web app by using a hostname of
www.contoso.com and a different URL path for each web app, for example: https://www.contoso.com/app1. 

You need to control the flow of traffic based on the URL path. 

What should you configure? 

A. HTTP settings 

B. listeners 

C. rules 

D. rewrites 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/url-route-overview 
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